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Your network is under constant attack. Every day it faces new threats that pose 
a clear and present danger to your organization. Fighting off these threats 
drains your resources, with little or no guarantee of long-term success. 

According to Ponemon, the average cost of a breach to a large 
enterprise is $4 million. And 70% of compromises start at the 
endpoint because users fall victim to spear phishing, offline or 
outdated antivirus systems, or un-patched vulnerabilities.

Even though most organizations have layered defense 
strategies in place, attackers are still getting through. The 
endpoint is your last line of defense against a breach.

Recent studies show that malicious email attacks have increased by more 
than 230%, with ransomware, the top threat, accounting for 69% of attacks. 

Use Existing Business Assets 
To Defend Your Network   
Bromium uses virtualization-based security and isolation technology 
to dramatically decrease attack surfaces and contain threats online or 
offline in a way that’s easy to deploy and delivers quick time to value. 

Bromium uses endpoint CPU virtualization to automatically hardware-
isolate each task that accesses the web, attachments, documents and files 
inside micro-virtual machines, to protect the endpoint from compromise. 

The isolated malware cannot access high-value information, 
credentials or the enterprise network.  Bromium records detailed, 
false-positive-free forensic intelligence for each attack, and 
the endpoint self-remediates, eliminating persistence.

• 99% of malware morphs into
new, undetectable variants in
under a minute

• 97% of malware is unique to
each endpoint

• 96% of security alerts are not
investigated

• “Micro-virtualization is a
great model. It’s the way
forward.”

GARTNER
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Bromium Self-Defending Endpoints 
How do you defend your network when 97% of malware is unique to a specific 
endpoint? Bromium turns your endpoints into the front line against cyber 
attacks and malware. Install the platform and you can stop worrying about the 
ransomware, drive-by attacks, spear-phishing, targeted and persistent attacks 
that other organizations experience on a daily basis.

Bromium Secure Browsing and Bromium Secure Files open each task or 
application in a unique micro virtual machine (micro-VM) insulated from the 
endpoint operating system and the rest of the network. If there’s a threat, it is 
isolated in a hardware-enforced container. 

Summarizing  
self-defending endpoints

Virtualization-based isolation
• Signature-less protection from zero-

day or unknown targeted threats

• Reduced attack surface with
micro-VM introspection per task

• False-positive free forensic
intelligence for every attack

Self-remediating
• Threat neutralization

when disposable secure
enclaves are destroyed

• Full attack chain mapping

• Escape-proof micro-VMs
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A full attack chain is mapped with the malware manifest, which is shared with 
other endpoints that are part of the Bromium sensor network. The threat is 
neutralized when disposable micro-VM is destroyed.  With Bromium you get:

■■■  Roaming protection: Bromium protects endpoints online or offline.
Self-defending endpoints work on the move: your roaming workers can
operate anywhere without being a security headache. This means you enjoy
signature-less protection from zero-day or unknown targeted threats, thanks
to self-defending endpoints. You also get forensic intelligence for every attack,
completely free of false positives, because endpoints and servers act as a part
of a sensor network across the system.

■■■  Cost savings: You can also forget about crisis patching for new vulnerabilities
or end-user threat training, and eliminate forced virtual private networking
from your approaches to threat management. Each task or application runs
inside its own hardware-enforced micro-VM, so any vulnerability exploited for
the respective application is completely isolated from the endpoint.

■■■  Instant remediation: Organizations spend significant time and money on
remediation of threats. For ransomware alone it’s estimated that organizations
will spend over $1 billion to pay for the ransom, let alone the cost of re-imaging
machines. Bromium customers benefit from the peace of mind that there is
no remediation costs. Once application is closed, the micro-VM along with the
threat is destroyed.

Key benefits of Bromium 

Sustained Protection
• Patented hardware-enforced

isolation stops malware spreading

• Disposable computing means
no remediation is needed

• Zero dwell time prevents
impact to operations

Adaptive Intelligence
• Indicator-of-compromise (IOC)

hunting takes place via a
distributed sensor network

• Behavioral analysis built into
each sensor for faster detection

• Detailed forensics tracing
offers full attack visibility

Reduced Cost
• High fidelity alerts result in less

time and fewer resources required
to deal with potential threats

• Crisis patching is a thing of the past

• You bear no infrastructure costs
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